
Simple Real Estate Software

Easy & 
powerful



Welcome to a new way of thinking about your business.
Zenu helps you easily manage your office and gives you complete control

over your data, so you can focus on closing your next deal.

Close more deals with our CRM, Website and Trust.

WebsitesCRM Sales Trust

Zenu is a cloud based system that can be accessed on any device.



Manage Your Clients

Every agent knows they need to manage their database of clients, but they don’t like 
using a CRM or just don’t have the time. Zenu completely turns this around: Your team 
will find the simple and intuitive flow cuts down their day to day work load and actually 

saves them time - without even thinking about it. We call it human technology. 

Fastest and easiest 
software in the industry

Access your CRM 
anywhere, on any device

Intelligently automates 
your work flow

“A CRM that’s so easy, it’s like 
you’re not using a CRM at all”

Would you like Zenu for free ?  Give us a call.



Engage At Inspections

Mobile Agent helps you manage your inspections with a sleek and modern design.
Instantly add attendees, send them documents and collect feedback for the

vendor. There is no need to integrate with another system because it is part of your
CRM, giving you immediate access to all details and history - right at your fingertips.

Send documents 
& contracts

Feedback directly 
to the vendor

Know your clients 
through CRM

Zenu is unlike anything you’ve seen before.

“Now we interact 
with prospects on a 

whole new level”



Understand Your Business

Your bottom line is the lifeblood of your office. Instantly get a snap-shot
of how your business is tracking, while benchmarking team members and
your office. It’s not just about where you are today, but where you will be

tomorrow and how you can manage a healthy pipeline.

“Lightning fast reporting on what 
really matters; Our bottom line”

Cash flow projections  
for short and long term 

Smart pipe-line 
forecasting

Granular breakdown 
by team member

You will love what Zenu can do for your business. 



“Our clients have a professional opinion 
of us - before we’ve even met them”

Be Seen Online

First impressions last, and your website is your first meeting with your clients.
Zenu gives you a beautifully crafted & responsive website that reflects the
professionalism of your office, and the personality of your team. It doesn’t

matter how your clients want to view it, it will intelligently fit to any screen.

Stunning designs for 
viewing on any device

E-marketing drives 
traffic to your website

Manage and update as 
your business grows

Keep your costs down by using Zenu for free, call to find out more.



Keep Accounts Balanced

Your sales trust accounting needs to be spot on, totally accurate and give 
you peace of mind – so that you can spend your time on other things. 
Zenu provides you with a rock-solid accounting system that is secure, 

reliable, and can be customised to cover all of your marketing campaigns. 

“We can rest assured that our trust 
accounting is in good hands”

Fully secured sales 
trust solution

Manage campaign 
budgets / expenditure

Total flexibility on 
commission splits

Get results for your business with Zenu. 



We Love What We DoFeatures at a Glance

When you enjoy what you do, you become great at it - and 
we love creating technology for real estate agents. 

Zenu was founded by our team of real estate experts 
with a huge amount of experience in all facets of the 

industry: Designers, developers, trainers, support crew, 
administrators, strategists, and also Eddie Lynch - a pioneer 

in Australian real estate software.

After building past projects such as PortPlus and gaining 
valuable experience, we saw the need for a fully integrated 

system that is easy to use but also extremely powerful. 

Creating Zenu required a complete re-think of how software 
is used in real estate; an overhaul from the ground up.

Fusing creative ideas from our team and continual feedback 
from agents, the result is unique industry leading concept - 

designed to give your business the edge.

Simple and easy to use

Access CRM on any device including phones

Cloud based software

Advanced prospecting

Mobile inspections

Buyer interaction and feedback tool

Pipeline & task management

Automatically pull enquiries from  
Realestate.com.au & Domain.com.au

Integrated sales trust

Content manage your website

Upload to all major real estate portals

A range of E-Marketing tools

Eliminates duplicate data

Comprehensive reporting

Search every address in Australia

Responsive websites

Using a number of products in your office? Bring things together with Zenu.



What Others Are Saying About Us

Allens Real Estate
Harry Kyriakou

Our business revolves around our clients, that’s 
why our database is integral to how we work. 
Implementing Zenu has helped us to really narrow our 
focus onto what matters online and in the office.

From a reporting point of view it has helped us stay 
on top of things, and the team have quickly taken to 
using it. It’s a CRM that’s so easy, it’s like you’re not 
using a CRM at all.

Rendina Real Estate
Lou Rendina

The great thing about Zenu is you don’t need a licence 
to drive it!  We found the one thing all systems had in 
common was they were complicated to use. 

Zenu has exceeded all expectations, it has been 
created with a clear understanding of the people who 
it is designed for.

Finally we have something that our team can easily 
use, so they can focus on closing deals.

PRD Nationwide
Paul McAllister

To retain your competitive edge, your agency must 
embrace technology changes. Zenu, with its Apple 
feel, is paving the way. 

It will transform how you sell, market, communicate 
and much more. There is more going on here than 
meets the eye. Zenu will be game changing to the 
industry.

McConnell Bourn
Matthew Bourn

Our online presence needs to match our brand and 
reputation in the marketplace, which is why we decided 
to partner with Zenu. The new website has provided a 
beautifully modern and clean layout that gives us the 
flexibility to easily update our content and blog.

In this day & age you don’t know who is looking at your 
business online, but we know that our clients have a 
professional opinion of us before we’ve even met.



To speak to one of our representatives or to arrange  
a demonstration, please call or email us - we’d love to 
show you how Zenu can help simplify your business.

1300 136 063
info@zenu.com.au
zenu.com.au 

What’s next ... your move.




